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S I D N E Y  F O R M A N  
A N D  
R U B Y  L .  C O L L I N S  
WHATEVER nomenclature, paperback or pa- THE 
perbound, modern technology and the graphic arts have produced a 
new instrument of communication in the old form of the uncased book 
with a paper wrapper; the superficial aspects of the format are as 
old as printing itself. The novelty lies in the production technique and 
distribution apparatus both operating in the setting of an urbanized 
society which enjoys an exceedingly high level of literacy. Production 
is based on high-speed rotary presses, rubber printing mats, improved 
adhesives for binding, and low cost lacquered or plasticized cover 
stock. Distribution is accomplished by a network of news and maga- 
zine wholesalers and jobbers who deliver their wares to tens of thou- 
sands of point-of-sale outlets. These factors which make possible print- 
ings of hundreds of thousands of copies of a single title at the rate 
of 20,000 copies an hour have brought into being a distinctively differ- 
ent “book of relatively low cost, notably convenient in weight, size, 
and shape.’ The designed impermanence challenges the traditional 
attitudes toward the utilization of books, These ubiquitous paperbacks 
are usually reprints of classics or popular best-sellers. More specialized 
works and expensively produced texts of limited appeal also appear 
in paper bindings; their market dictates smaller printings, traditional 
distribution channels, and higher prices. 
The phenomenal expansion of publication in this format since 1939, 
vastly stimulated by the Armed Services Editions of World War 11, 
has resulted in the sale of almost a million books each business day- 
more than 300,000,000 each year- and given rise to the descriptive 
phrase, “the paperback revolution.” 
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The master key to paperbound books available in the United States 
is Paperbound Books in Print (PBIP)3 which has grown from its in-
ception in 1955, when it listed 4,500 books issued by 52 publishers, to 
a massive 36,500titles and 415 publishers in 1965. This output is not 
adequately handled in the standard bibliographical and review media. 
PBZP has three sections, one arranged by author, another by subject, 
and a third by title. Large cumulations have always appeared three 
times a year, but they are now supplemented by nine “Month Ahead” 
issues, each of which annotates the 400 to 600 new paperbounds to be 
issued in the subsequent thirty days. The unannotated cumulative is- 
sues supply the same information in each section: author, title, pub- 
lisher, price, series, series number, and an indication when the title is 
an original edition, not a reprint edition. 
Annual lists excerpted from PBZP exist for the convenience of spe-
cial groups. These include Paperbound Book Guide for Co22eges4 
(currently containing more than 13,000titles) and Paperbound Book 
Guide for High Schook.6 Each of these is sold only in quantity lots. 
Teachers interested in a selection of titles for the 7-12 age group 
will find it in the catalog of the Combined Paperback Exhibit in 
Schools.6 Lists of paperbounds for special purposes appear regularly 
in The Teachers Guide to Media and method^,^ as do reviews of not- 
able new titles in this form, Many other lists have been compiled for 
special purposes. Recent examples include several publications of the 
University of the State of New York (i.e. New York State Department 
of Education) Foreign Area Materials Center: David H. Andrews’ 
Latin America: A Bibliography of Paperback Books; C .  T. More-
house’s list on Asia; 9 Paul Rosenblum’s list on Africa lo and s. D. 
Spector’s Checklist of Paperbound Books on Russia.ll 
As an indication that activity in this field is not limited to the United 
States, it should be mentioned that Great Britain has been publishing 
its Paperbacks in Print12 twice a year ever since 1960. As would be 
expected, many countries of the world are too preoccupied with cre- 
ating a national bibliography or struggling to enter the industrial age 
to have such a list or the books to put on it. Current technical develop- 
ments presage a further expansion of this form of publication with im- 
proved reproduction of illustrations and lower costs for small editions. 
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